ARTS AND COMMERCE COLLEGE, BORI ARAB
Tq. Darwha Dist. Yavatmal (MH)
BEST PRACTICE – II
Ex-Students Study Gallery
Introduction:
Any civilized society rests on education as it leads from darkness to light. Whenever we
talk about basic needs of humanity we speak about food shelter and clothes but modern society
needs more than that one of them is intellectual thrust. With changing scenario of globe
competitive spirit in human being is rising day by day. Now the situation has reached up to now
or never position. Like survival struggle we understand that intellectual fulfillment or our
students are very important. As we compare our position with the urban metropolitan India is
more ahead than us. Various reasons can be mentioned but to come out with solid solution is the
only way of success. Hence the institution has decided to start ‘Student Gallery for Ex-Students’
which provide a platform and develop competitive competency and infuse students to achieve
their set goals.
Objectives:
1.

Creating and developing reading culture in the college

2.

Developing competitive spirit

3.

To inspire and encourage regular students.

4.

To discharge our social responsibility as a center of higher education.

5.

Optimum use of library

6.

To make them employable

To provide basic facilities for the preparation of competitive exams the college started above
mentioned practice as it was felt that after graduation most our students hardly afford to enroll in
private study centers located in cities. Hence it becomes difficult for them to study and
accomplish their dreams. Therefore, the collage library is made available for them for 7x24
hours. The library is enriched with Competitive Books, News Papers, Magazines, Weekly
Employment News and inspiring Biographies. Besides, it provides study atmosphere with other

ICT facilities. College is in calm and quite atmosphere and greenery of the college campus adds
to this and inspires readers to spend more time for study. Besides our teaching staff is ever ready
to help them and guides them from time to time.

The Context:
Our final year students are inspired and encouraged by faculties to join ex-student
study gallery. Those who want permission to join library they require to submit certain
application in due format along with assurance letter of behavior. Once a student is admitted
he/she can use library without interruption subject to rules and regulation of library. After that
they can sit in library for study. In addition to this these students are also given guidelines and
also lectures are also organized on various subjects. They are also provided specimen copies of
competitive exam question papers and ask them to solve and cross check among themselves.
Evidence of Success:
The practice undertaken by college proved useful for both regular and ex-students. One
of the great achievements of the practice is that our regular students are inspired and realize the
spirit of competent competitive spirit. It is also notice that library users are increasing and habbit
of reading is getting roots among the students. This definitely helps them in building their career
and character. Regular students get guidance from their seniors. It helps in establishing healthy
relation between regular and ex-students.
Problem Solving and Necessary Resources:
Since the college is located in rural and remote areas and having very limited options of
employment by providing library facility to students we have been trying our best to make them
employable and competent to face realities of life. Our faculties are of great help to them and
they feel ease to discuss their problems. We also take into consideration about their suggestion
and work on that from time to time e.g. increase of furniture and other such facilities.
One of the greatest achievements of the practice is that it has developed reading habit and
drag students towards books, need of the time. Since the library is open for twenty four hours,
the students feel at ease and can come according to their convenience.

